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New at Summit Racing Equipment: TMI Sport R Pro-Series Seats, ECG Heat
Gun Kits, and Summit Racing Vacuum Pump Kit

These new products now available at Summit Racing can give performance enthusiasts a
heads-up on their project cars for the New Year.

Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) December 29, 2015 -- These new products now available at Summit Racing can give
performance enthusiasts a heads-up on their project cars for the New Year:

TMI Sport R Pro-Series Seats
Even when they were brand new, the slab-like bucket seats in 1964-72 Chevelles and 1967-69 Camaros were
not very comfortable or supportive. TMI’s Sport Pro-Series Seats solve both problems. The lowback seats
feature side and thigh bolstering that helps keep the driver in place when taking the curves, and the high quality
black vinyl with suede insert upholstery that is comfortable on long trips. For authenticity, TMI uses OEM-style
Madrid grain vinyl that matches the seat material used back in the 1960s.

ECG Mini Heat Gun and Shrink Tube Kits
Using shrink tubing on electrical connections is a great way to protect them from damaging corrosion and keep
the connections secure. The ECG Mini Heat Gun and Shrink Tube Kits feature a 360 watt heat gun sized to fit
in tight spots where wiring connectors often lurk. The guns have two temperature settings (482 and 662 degrees
F), a built-in safety shield on the nozzle, two speed blower motor, and a high-quality heating element. They also
have a built-in support bracket for self-support and tabletop use.

Summit Racing Vacuum Pump and Reservoir Kit
Power brakes and high lift, long duration camshafts do not get along well. Big cams tend to bleed off manifold
vacuum—enough vacuum that a driver can lose the power assist for the brakes. Summit Racing’s Vacuum
Pump and Reservoir Kit features an electric vacuum pump designed to activate when manifold vacuum drops
below 15 inches, then increases brake vacuum to 20 inches. The self-contained pump can be mounted in any
position and requires just one positive and one negative wiring connection to activate. The kit also includes a
billet aluminum vacuum reservoir that holds extra vacuum for the brake or to power other accessories that
require a vacuum source.
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Contact Information
Alan Rebescher
Summit Racing Equipment
+1 (330) 630-0270 Ext: 7406

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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